Grade 1EM
Essential Agreement

We make sure our classroom is a happy and safe place!
We show **respect** by listening to others, taking care of our things and using our manners.
We are **caring** when we say nice words to other students and help others when they need it.
We are good **communicators** because we listen to others when they are talking, we talk in a partner voice and we put our hand up when we have something to share.
We show **commitment**, **enthusiasm** and **creativity** in all of our work by giving our best effort and always having a go.
We are **principled** students when we make good choices, tell the truth and take responsibility for our actions.
We show **creativity** when we use our imagination to make our work better.
We show **empathy** when we help others when they are hurt.
We are **risk takers** because we love trying new things.

We show **Cooperation** when we work together to get things done!

**Rewards:**
- Sticker on your sticker chart
- Free play on Friday afternoons when all our work is done
- Award at assembly
- Picture on the wall
- Choose your classroom job
- Happy and safe classroom!

**Consequences:**
- You will get a warning from Mrs Meehan
- If you are not following our Essential Agreement you will need to move away from the rest of the class or stay inside at snack or lunch to think about your behaviour
- If you continue not to follow our Essential Agreement your parents will be called to have a meeting with Mrs Meehan